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(54) Title: INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH AUXILIARY STEAM POWER RECOVERED FROM WASTE HEAT

(57) Abstract: A combination internal combustion and
steam engine (10) includes a cylinder (12) having a piston
(14) mounted for reciprocation therein with an internal
combustion chamber (34) and a steam chamber (44) in the
cylinder (12) adjacent the piston (14) and at least one steam
exhaust port (50) positioned to communicate with the steam
chamber (44) through the wall (12a) of the cylinder (12)
for exhausting steam at a location in the cylinder wall (12a)
adjacent to an engine cylinder cap surface (20) that is heated
externally to assist in reducing chilling or condensation of
steam entering the steam chamber (44) from a boiler (100)
fired by waste combustion heat. The invention also permits
steam admitted from a steam chest (46) jacketing the cylinder
cap (20) to be exhausted from the engine (10) when the steam
chamber (44) is in an expanded state whereupon residual
steam is then recompressed prior to admitting the next charge
of steam with the stream in the steam chamber (44) being
heated directly by the combustion chamber (34) as well
as by heat from the steam chest (46). An I.C. exhaust (37)
powered heater (104) is a part of an I.C. exhaust manifold
which functions as an afterburner with supplemental air
injection (146) for promoting combustion of unburned
exhaust constituents to superheat steam that is piped through
it to the steam chest (46). The invention provides valves
for balancing steam engine (10) displacement with boiler
(100) output and for cylinder (12) compounding with a
boiler (100), heat exchange (106, 108) and control (305)
arrangement for efficiently recovering waste heat.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
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1. In a combination internal combustion and steam engine wherein internal combustion heat

generates steam to assist in the movement of a piston, a cylinder having a single piston

mounted for reciprocation therein between an internal combustion chamber and a steam

expansion chamber within the cylinder that face opposing ends of the piston such that

combustion pressure and steam pressure act upon opposite ends of the piston to impart

movement thereto during operation and at least one steam exhaust port is positioned in a

sidewall of the cylinder to communicate with the steam chamber through the sidewall of

the cylinder for exhausting steam therein through the cylinder sidewall at a location in

the cylinder sidewall that is adjacent to a heated stationary cylinder cap at one end of the

steam expansion chamber, the cylinder cap thereby reducing chilling or condensation of

steam entering the steam chamber from a boiler fired by waste combustion heat.

2. The engine of claim 1 wherein the heated cap is heated by being externally steam

jacketed.

3. The engine of claim 1 wherein the piston has an opening therethrough that allows steam

to be exhausted when the opening in the piston comes into alignment with the steam

exhaust port in the cylinder.

4. The engine of claim 1 wherein the heated cap is a disk that traverses the cylinder

intermediate the ends thereof and is spaced inwardly from an inside wall of the cylinder

to accommodate a skirt of the piston.

5. The steam engine of claim 4 wherein the disk is separated from the cylinder by an

annular space and the piston has a skirt that extends therethrough and is sealingly and

slideably engaged with an outer edge of the disk.



6. The engine of claim 1 wherein the heated cap is cylinder head comprising a disk that is

sealingly engaged with an inner wall of the piston and an inlet valve is located in the disk

for enabling steam to flow into the steam chamber through the disk.

7. The engine of claim 1 wherein the exhaust port opens and closes when the steam

chamber is in an expanded state and residual steam remaining therein is thereafter

recompressed prior to an admission of steam into the steam chamber through a steam

inlet valve that communicates between the steam chamber and the boiler.

8. The engine of claim 1 wherein a superheater is connected to receive internal combustion

exhaust gas for continued combustion therein of unbumed gas and particulate material

contained in the exhaust gas and steam is ducted in heat exchange relationship with the

exhaust gas and with combustion products that are formed in the superheater and the

steam is then admitted into the steam chamber.

9. The engine of claim 8 wherein air is introduced into the superheater to promote

combustion of exhaust gas therein for transferring additional heat to the steam and for

reducing air quality pollutants and the superheater is connected between at least one

internal combustion exhaust port of the engine and a boiler to feed the exhaust gas to the

boiler and receive the ducted steam therefrom.

10. The engine of claim 8 wherein at least one blade is mounted in the superheater within a

stream of burning gas for promoting a swirling movement of the burning gas therein to

enhance combustion of unburned exhaust constituents.

11. A combination internal combustion steam engine that is powered in part by steam from a

boiler fired by waste internal combustion heat comprising, a cylinder with a single piston

sealingly mounted for reciprocation in the cylinderbetween an internal combustion

chamber and a steam chamber that act upon opposing ends of the piston, a steam cylinder



head comprising a stationary circular cap is sealingly and slideably engaged with an

inner surface of the piston, a piston rod extends from the piston through the cylinder cap

and is operatively associated with a crankshaft and a steam inlet valve within the cylinder

cap communicates between the steam chamber and a steam chest that is located inside

the cylinder on an opposite side of the cylinder cap from the steam chamber to

accommodate and heat the piston and to steam jacket the cylinder cap such that the steam

chamber is heated by direct conduction of heat from the combustion chamber as well as

by conduction of heat from the steam chest.

12. The engine of claim 11 wherein the inlet valve comprises a bump valve in the cylinder

cap and a valve lifter is mounted upon the inside of the piston in a position to engage and

thereby open the bump valve responsive to piston movement for admitting steam into the

steam chamber from the steam chest.

13. The steam engine of claim 11 wherein the valve is a single-seated or double-seated

poppet valve having a normally closed circular valve member that is yieldably biased

onto a valve seat communicating with a steam inlet opening within the cylinder cap.

14. The engine of claim 11 wherein the engine is a multicylinder engine with at least one

compounding valve between an exhaust opening of one cylinder and a steam inlet

opening of one or more of the other cylinders for feeding exhaust steam from said one

cylinder to at least one other cylinder to achieve compounding through the operation of

one or more such compounding valve.

15. The engine of claim 11 including an oil stripper ring on the piston for carrying oil and

combustion products to a circumferential collection channel in the inner wall of the

cylinder to capture and remove oil and conibuslion products before entering a steam line.



16. The steam engine of claim 11 including at least one stripper ring supported in a

circumferential inwardly opening groove within an inner wall of the cylinder to capture

and remove oil and combustion products from the cylinder through a duct

communicating with the groove before entering a steam line.

17. The engine of claim 11 wherein the engine has at least one operation regulator selected

from a steam displacement control, a steam throttle and an inlet valve with variable

cutoff and a controller is connected to the engine for adjusting at least one of the

regulators to improve steam engine efficiency responsive to changes in one or more

engine operating variables.

18. The engine of claim 11 wherein the engine is connected to an engine controller that

regulates a steam engine throttle, a steam displacement control, or a variable steam inlet

valve cutoff in response to changes in one or more engine operating variables selected

from the temperate or pressure of steam supplied to the engine, the output of a boiler that

provides steam to the engine, engine loading and engine r.p.m. to thereby improve

operating efficiency of the engine.

19. The engine of claim 1 wherein the engine is a multicylinder engine, at least one steam

valve is connected between a steam supply and at least one of the cylinders and an

engine management controller is connected to open one or more of the steam valves to

increase engine displacement responsive to increasing boiler output or heat supplied to

the boiler and close at least one steam valve responsive to a decrease in boiler output or

heat supplied to the boiler for improving engine operating efficiency.

20. A combination internal combustion steam engine wherein steam is generated by waste

heat resulting from the internal combustion, said engine comprising a cylinder with

single a piston mounted for reciprocation therein between a combustion chamber and



steam chamber each within the cylinder such that the piston is powered by internal

combustion and by steam at opposing ends thereof, the steam chamber is located

between the piston and a stationary steam cylinder head at one end of the steam chamber

such that the cylinder head seals one end of the steam chamber, a steam inlet valve in the

engine for admitting steam into the steam chamber and the steam chamber has a steam

exhaust valve that upon becoming aligned with an exhaust port in the cylinder opens and

closes the exhaust port when the steam chamber is in an expanded state to thereby

exhaust steam from the steam chamber whereupon residual steam therein is then

recompressed as continued piston movement reduces the volume of the steam chamber

such that the steam inlet valve admits steam into the residual steam that has been

recompressed in the steam chamber to thereby reduce or eliminate chilling of the

admitted steam by the residual steam.

2 1. The engine of claim 20 wherein the steam cylinder head is a cylinder cap sealingly

engaged with an inner wall of the piston and supported upon a free end of a crosshead

guide.

22. The engine of claim 20 including operation regulators comprising a steam throttle and a

steam inlet valve with a cutoff control and also having an engine controller, said

controller being connected to the engine for changing at least one of the operation

regulators to optimize engine efficiency responsive to changes in one or more engine

operating variables.

23. The engine of claim 22 wherein the controller is an engine management computer

connected to control at least one of the operation regulators comprising the steam throttle

and the steam inlet valve cutoff in response to changes in at least one engine operating



variable selected from steam supply temperature or pressure, boiler output, engine

loading or engine r.p.m. for improving engine operating efficiency.

24. The engine of claim 20 wherein the engine is a multicylinder engine and at least one

valve is connected between a steam boiler and at least one of the cylinders for providing

steam to different selected numbers of cylinders to thereby help maintain a more constant

ratio between boiler output and steam cylinder displacement.

25. A combination internal combustion steam engine comprising, an engine cylinder one end

of which is connected to a crankcase and having a combustion chamber at the other end

with combustion inlet and exhaust ports and a source of combustible fuel connected

thereto, a single skirted piston sealingly and slideably mounted within the cylinder

between a combustion chamber and a steam expansion chamber, a piston rod connected

to the piston at one end and having a crosshead at the other end thereof, a connecting rod

secured between the crosshead and a crankshaft, a steam cylinder head sealingly and

slideably engaged with the piston rod and with an inner surface of the skirt of the piston

and comprising a stationary cap on one end of a supporting column that has another end

supported by the crankcase, said crosshead being slideably mounted within said column,

the cap and the column defining the upper and central surfaces of a steamchest that is

enclosed within the cylinder adjacent the cap, a source of steam produced by waste heat

from the combustion chamber communicating with the steamchest, a steam inlet valve in

the cap, and a steam exhaust valve within the engine that is adapted to communicate with

the steam expansion chamber.

26. The engine of claim 25 wherein the engine is a multicylinder engine with steam valving

communicatively connected to at least one of the cylinders to selectively control the flow



of steam to different numbers of the cylinders to thereby change the operating steam

displacement of the engine.

27. The engine of claim 25 having a steam superheater connected as a part of an internal

combustion exhaust manifold to receive exhaust gas from the combustion chamber, a

duct for transferring steam in heat conductive relationship therethrough for heating the

steam that is supplied to the steam chest and a source of air is connected to the

superheater for promoting the combustion of exhaust gas constituents therein and for

reducing air pollution caused by the exhaust gas.

28. In a combination internal combustion and steam engine wherein internal combustion heat

generates steam within a boiler to assist in the movement of a piston, the engine is a

multicylinder engine, each a cylinder having a single piston mounted for reciprocation

therein between an internal combustion and a steam chamber in the cylinder that face

opposing ends of the piston therein and at least one steam exhaust port communicating

with each steam chamber through the wall of the cylinder for exhausting steam therein

through the cylinder wall, a plurality of steam valves each connected between the boiler

and a different one of the cylinders and an engine management controller is connected to

open or close the steam valves so as to feed steam to different numbers of the cylinders

to increase steam displacement responsive to increasing boiler output or heat supplied to

the boiler and decrease steam displacement responsive to a decrease in boiler output or a

decrease in heat supplied to the boiler to thereby regulate the ratio between boiler output

and steam displacement for improving efficiency of the engine.

29. The engine of claim 11 wherein the engine is installed in a vehicle and the steam

chamber is connected to transfer compressed air to a storage tank during braking for



storing energy as compressed air that is supplied to the steam chamber for moving the

vehicle ahead.

30. The engine of claim 1 including an auxiliary displacement chamber within the engine

that communicates with the steam chamber through a throttling duct of selected diameter

to provide a greater effective clearance volume at lower r.p.m's and a reduced effective

clearance volume at higher r.p.m's.

31. The engine of claim 28 wherein one such steam valve communicates with each cylinder

and the controller opens the steam valves sequentially to enable steam to flow through a

progressively greater number of cylinders as boiler output increases and through

progressively fewer cylinders as boiler output falls.

32. The engine of claim 1 wherein steam is exhausted through said port when an exhaust

opening in the piston comes into alignment with said port.

33. The engine of claim 20 wherein the steam cylinder head is a disk that is sealingly

engaged with the piston and the inlet valve is positioned within the disk for sealing a

steam admission opening extending through the disk.

34. The engine of claim 11 wherein steam is admitted to the steam chamber from a steam

throttle through a steam admission valve having a variable cutoff and the cutoff and

steam throttle are regulated by a controller receiving input from at least one engine

operating variable and from a driver's throttle control for calculation and adjustment of

cutoff and steam throttle settings to optimize fuel consumption by the engine.
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